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"Two children injured, schools and medical centers closed after 

clashes between" ISIS and Al-Nusrah in Al-Yarmouk camp" 

 
 

 

 Appeals for the release of the activist "Neraz Saeed" detained six months 

ago. 

 Syrian security released one Palestinian and continues arresting 186 others 

from Al-Aydeen Camp in Homs.  
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RECENT UPDATES 

Two children, "Mohammed Abd" and "Hussein Alyan" were wounded in 

the clashes that took place, the day before yesterday, at Al Yarmouk camp 

in Damascus between Al-Ansar group (affiliated to ISIS) on one hand and 

Al-Nusra Front on the other. The children were transferred to Yalda 

Town for treatment in one of the field hospitals as one of them was in a 

critical condition. 

 

activists warned of a new suffering experienced by the residents of the 

camp following the closure of medical centers inside the besieged camp, 

"The Charity Medical Compound" and "Surgical Rescue Center" after 

the clashes that took place the day before yesterday in the camp, as well 

as the disruption of all alternative schools in the camp, because of the 

security tension and difficulty to access schools by students and teachers. 

This comes a day after violent clashes between Al-Ansar group and Al-

Nusra Front that left many dead, including the leader of Al-Ansar “Abu 

Khader Salman” and three others, only "Mohammed Naddaf" was 

recognized, while reports talked about by Al-Nusra arresting "Muhannad 
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Farhood" and “Abu Abdul Elah” who is affiliated to ISIS, and Al-Ansar 

group arresting the pro-Alnusra Front "Basil Ayoub". 

On other hand, number of activists called via social networks to work on 

releasing the activist and the photographer "Neraz Saeed" from Al-

Yarmouk refugee camp in Damascus, who has been detained in Syrian 

regime's prisons for 6 months. Saeed’s arrest came after receiving 

guaranties from pro-regime parties to secure him safe route out of 

Damascus, following his departure from Al-Yarmouk camp and receiving 

threats from ISIS, according to activists. 

 

Others questioned about the timing of this arrest and the reasons for 

delaying exit from Damascus as he was supposed to leave at the same 

date with another group of activists from Al-Yarmouk camp, but to a 

different destination, his trip has been postponed for unknown reasons 

before he got arrested later with no information regarding his fate and 

place of detention. 

It is noteworthy that "Neraz Saeed" had won many awards for his artistic 

work that documented the stages of the Al-Yarmouk siege, the UNRWA 

Award for the best reporter image of "the Three Kings", as well as the 
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movie "Letters from Al-Yarmouk" which won numerous international 

awards. 

In Homs, Syrian security forces have released the Palestinian "Mohamed 

Khaled Matar" nicknames “Abu Ammar” after an arrest lasted for a 

month, Matar is a resident of Al-Aydeen camp, meanwhile, the fate of 186 

Palestinian prisoners from the same camp remains unknown. 

People of Al-Aydeen camp in Homs suffer from harassment by soldiers of 

the Syrian security patrols, where occasional arrests occur and royalties 

being imposed on the residents of the camp, this pushed many to migrate 

toward Turkey and the countries of the European. 

 

Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 3 march 2016  

 15,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan,  

 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to the UNRWA's statistics till 

July 2015.  

 More than 71,200 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived 

Europe until the end of December 2015.  
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 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian 

Regime's Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine – General Command), continued for 992 days 

respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for more 

than 1045 days, water cut for 542 days. The number of victims due 

to the siege has reached to 185 victims.   

 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the residents 

from returning back to their houses for 848 days respectively.  

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 1041 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it.  

 Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 702 days, and 70% 

of its buildings were destroyed.  

 Jarmana, AL-Saieda Zainab, Al-Raml, Al-Aedein Homs and Al-

Aedein Hama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the 

economic crises.  

 Khan Al-Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia-Khan EShieh road.  


